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A for apple matching worksheets

Is it September yet? September for us means everything – apples! We absolutely love apple activities and this one is epic and so easy to setup! You will need only 3 ingredients really to set this up and it's such a fun activity for the month of September and if you do an Apple preschool theme! I will share below how easy this simple kids activity was to put together and how you can
try this ideas out too! Related: Looking for a Fun and Easy Apple Spice Playdough Recipe? Check this out right here!  Material: This post contains affiliate links. That's all! Isn't that mind blowing how easy this is and it works on so many different math games. Let's get into how I put this simple kids activity together: Apple tree number matching activityHere are the steps I took to
put together this simple Number tree for a differentiated set of ages. I created one: Same paper roll but another set of post it notes! Here's how it went: Apple tree matching activities for preschoolApple tree matching activities for older kids Easy like apple pie, right? What other fun apple math activities for preschool and older children can you think of? Leave me a comment
below. Apple tree activity (Letter matching game)What if you would like to work with letters? Or shapes? Or colors? The awesome thing about this simple activity is that you can tailor it to what your LO is working on. For example, you can create an alphabet tree so that your LO matches letter magnets, letter post notes, or ABCD stickers for your alphabet activity tree. Letter
matching games can be so much fun! Related: Here's a funny Chicka Chicka Boom Boom activity we did that worked on letters too! Printable Apple Book Preschool – Apple printableIf you're looking for a fun and free Apple tree count printable that includes learning about apples in a fun way and learning about some of the counting and numbers, then check out our free apple
printable – go here! You can also type in the search bar, apple printables and search for Apple counting printable worksheets, letter matching worksheets, letter matching printable ideas and so much more! Looking for printable apples activities, then be sure to check out our store which accommodates all of our printable activities! Do you need a simple and effective set of hands-
on, low prep printables? Here is one of my Early Learning Freebies just for you! Join over 7,000 parents/teachers' friends and educators! Welcome to my new version of Preschool's writable Letter A! I update some letters and had some funny ideas for Apples so here they are! Letter a memory Verse: Everyone has sinned and come short of the glory of God. Romans 3:23 Pray and
it will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door opens for you. Matthew 7:7 For verses and accompanying games/stories, we use the books: ABC Memory Verses &amp; My ABC Bible Verses Apple Large Numbers Floor: I made these large floor numbers so that we can play a hopscotch type game. I'll call out a number and she'll jump to it! You can also get them
to put the cards in numerical order. The number cards go from 1-10. Capital A/Lowercase a matching game: This is a great way to match up lowercase and uppercase. Simply cut the apples from PG2 and place them on top of the same or opposite letter cases on the tree. Apple Counting: This comes with a number sheet to go with it. I put Velcro on the empty boxes next to the
apples and on the back of the number cards. Then your child has to match the number card to the apples based on how many seeds are on each apple. If you want, you can cut each card out and make it a booklet like the butterfly sample below: Apple Color Puzzle: Cut out each apple then cut it in half in different ways to create color matching puzzles. Name each color as you
put them together. Apple Letter Matching: This is a fun letter matching activity, which practices both upper and lower case recognition! If you are looking for more challenge, use the upper letter card with the lowercase letterdisks or show versa! (The download contains discs and cards in lowercase and lowercase and lowercase and activity) Click here to see how to make letter
disks. Note: To get all the games in my Letter of the Week curriculum, please check out the curriculum in my store!*** Letter A Do-A-Dot Page: We use Do-a-Dot Art Markers with this! Letter Aa Tracing Card: I did this for kiddos who aren't quite ready for my pre-writing or writing practice books. Its large and easier to track. You can use markers, or laminate and use with Expo Dry
Erase Markers Letter A Poke Page: Instead of tracking, we will use a toothpick, or we have these cute Oversized Push Pins, to poke holes through the paper in the form of the letter. Press plain paper for easier poking, and make this one on the carpet  Another idea would be to punch punch in the style of the letter as well. Both work on motor skills! Letter A Coloring Page: We
color this, paint it, or use markers. I found some that fit my 3 year old well, they are called Pip-Squeaks Washable Markers, we also use Do-a-Dot Art Markers with this! Letter A Scissor Skills Practice: Simple print and let your child try to cut along the lines! Letter A Magnet Page: I use this with a cookie sheet and these pom-pom magnets I made from pom-poms and self-clista
magnets from the craft isle in Wal-mart. I also use these magnets from Amazon: Power Magnets, 0.75 inch Diameter, Assorted Colors Letter One Pattern Activity: Cut out the game pieces on the bottom and use them to complete the pattern on the card above. Letter A Jigsaw Puzzle: Cut along the lines to create Funny 6 piece puzzle for your preschooler letters a scavenger hunt:
Fill the box with things stuff start with A! Some ideas: apple, acorn, avocado, ant. Letter A Shapes Matching Puzzle: Simply cut these little apple cards in half for fun shape matching puzzles. Be sure to discuss every form that you go! Letter A Size Sorting: Put these in order small to large or large to small then discuss which is largest, smallest and medium. Letter A Cut-n-Paste:
Let your child cut out the tree and apples and glue them on a sheet of building paper. This practice scissor skills as well as paste, plus it's just fun! Letter A Pre-Writing Practice: I laminated these then cut them out along the lines, holed the corner and used an o-ring to tie them together like a small booklet like the Butterfly Sample below. Use dry-erase markers to practice typing
numbers. Apple Lacing Card: I make sure to laminate this for durability, then punch with a punch every inch or so for lacing practice. Teach them patterns to do with this too, like up from the bottom every time, or in-out-in-out sewing. Whatever pattern you can imagine. 11 x 11 Pin Geoboard: We use these to make letters, numbers, shapes etc! Foam letter builder: I cut the shapes
from the foam and let her use them to make the letters. You could also use my Magnetic Letter Builders too! Finger Tracing Paint Bag: This is simple and fun, I filled a bag with tempura paint, you can also use cheap shaving cream. Then I tape it on her desk so she can practice writing her letter using her finger. You can also skip the bag and put shaving cream on your counter if
you feel brave ;o) After we make the letters we make numbers, shapes, and everything else we can think of! (Pretending like G on the bag below is an A, sorry I'm lazy and don't take an A photo!) Letter Collage Worksheet: The download contains the letters A-Z as well as a collage idea sheet. We use collage items as objects to decorate our letters for an alphabet book. We paint,
paint and stamp them too. Since we use both upper and lower case, I have given both for you! Click here to download letter collages: capitalletters A-Z Spreadsheet Lowercase a-z Spreadsheet Apple math movie app game downloaded from Movie app Fun. Color Cubes: I use our Large Alphabet Lacing Card to serve as templates for our 1 building blocks. We pick 2 colors of
blocks and make a pattern when we form the letters! We also use them for lacing practices, but this was a variation because I've made the shaped lacing cards too! Click here for more fun with Creative Color Cube Activity Card Letter Bead Lacing: I'll put a register card in this box with the word apple so she knows the order of the letters. I got my lacing gems from Lakeshore
Learning but these look more fun to me: Bead Bazaar Lacing Kits - Alphabet Lacing Kit Play Balloon Volleyball: Balloon is basically a kid-friendly version of regular volleyball. Volleyball. Take turns hitting a balloon up in the air, with the goal of trying to keep it off the ground as it floats downwards. You can call out words that begin with the letter A every time you hit the balloon!
Letter Identification: Pick out letter A and a from the others using Magnetic Alphabet Letters and whiteboard: Letter Hunt: I created some Letter Hunt spreadsheets that you can download. Kumon ABCs Capitals Type &amp; Wipe FlashCards, they also have lowercase cards and 1-30 Numbers. Apple Prints: Cut an apple in half and make prints with color! Family Fun Night: Have
some apples, ants on a log, or Apricot pork chops with apple pie and watch Alvin and the chipmunks! (Or any other funny movie you can think of starting with the letter A!) Note: To get all the games in my Letter of the Week curriculum, please check out the full curriculum in my store! Kids will have fun learning how A is for apple with this fun making alphabet handart with free letter
A worksheet for handwriting practice. Today we are starting a new monthly series sharing alphabet handprint crafts starting with A for apple! My kids love to make handprint crafts, so we start with the letter A and go through the alphabet to learn letters. This craft is perfect for kindergarten and preschool ages, or any child who likes to make handprints. Make this craft on a piece of
paper, or use the free printable to track the letters for more letter learning fun! I couldn't decide whether to make an apple handprint, or an apple tree. I asked my boys what they would prefer, and of course each one chose another. So we decided to do both! Material:Aa is for Apple printable (optional)red, green and brown paintpaint brushesIt helps to have wipes handy to dry your
hands in between steps to contain any messes. If you decide to use a brush like we did, you may also want a cup of water to rinse your brush. If you use the printable, I recommend that you track the letters before painting. Hand Art Apple CraftFirst, use red paint to paint the palm of your hand. This is what the apple does. Use green color to the middle finger, stopping after a
knuckle. This makes the blade. Use brown color to paint the ring finger, up to two knuckles. This makes the trunk. Press your hand on the paper to make an apple! My son wanted to make more than one apple, so we painted his hand again (in the same way as above) and kept stamping! Let dry, and the apple(s) is complete! Apple Tree Hand ArtTo make apple tree, paint hand
green and arm brown. Put your hand on the paper. Try to make the hand print near the upper center to save space for the tree trunk. Use a brush to paint a brown tree trunk. Dip a finger in red color to make fingerprint apples. Let dry, and the apple tree is complete! By downloading my site you agree to the following:You may print as copies that you'd like to use in your classroom,
home or public library. Please share by linking to this page. This product may NOT be sold, hosted, reproduced, or stored in any other location (including blog, Facebook, Dropbox, 4sShared, Mediafire, email, etc.) All downloaded material provided is copyrighted. Please see The Terms of Use.I offer free writable to bless my readers AND to provide for my family. Your frequent
visits to my blog &amp; support purchases via affiliates links and ads keep the lights on so to speak. Thanks you!&gt;&gt; Get Letter A Worksheet &lt;&lt; Spreadsheet &lt;&lt;
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